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Welcome to the Healthcare
edition of NPLs Insights
The pressure on research budgets in the
healthcare and pharmaceutical sectors and
the increase in the numbers of ‘blockbuster’
drugs coming off patent means the UK faces
a significant challenge to remain a global
leader in these areas. In this issue of Insights,
we focus on what the UK can do to remain a
force in improving the provision of healthcare
and its services across the world. In particular
we examine the benefit of collaboration
between industry, government and academia,
and look at how industrial engagement with
the UK’s research and science base can help
accelerate innovation and commercialisation
in healthcare.

www.npl.co.uk/healthcare
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Together we’re stronger
Collaboration with others in industry, academia, government and nongovernmental organisations and healthcare in general is fundamental
to GSK’s strategic priorities of growing a diversified, global business and
delivering more products of value.
Malcolm Skingle, Director of Academic Liaison at GlaxoSmithKline
(GSK) outlines why academic collaborations add value to his company,
and what we can do to make it work more.
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Biography
Malcolm Skingle has a
BSc in Pharmacology/
Biochemistry and a PhD
in Neuropharmacology.
He has worked in the
pharmaceutical industry
for more than 35 years
and has gained a wide
breadth of experience in
the management of research activities. He has written
more than 60 publications, including articles on the
interface between industry and academia.
He sits, or has sat, on many external bodies including
the BBSRC Strategy Board, EPSRC User Panel, the East
of England RDA Science and Industry Council, the CBI
academic liaison group, and several UK University
Department advisory groups. He also chairs several
groups including the Diamond (Synchotron) Industrial
Advisory Board, the Inner Core Lambert working group
on boilerplate agreements, and the ABPI Academic
Liaison Advisory Group.
Malcolm was awarded a CBE in the 2009 Queen’s
Birthday Honours List in recognition of his
contribution to the pharmaceutical industry and has
honorary degrees from University of Hertfordshire and
Dundee University, an honorary chair from Birmingham
and a fellowship from the faculty of Medicine at
Imperial College.
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Together we’re stronger

GSK collaborate with several
hundred universities around
the world and we have many
different types of engagement with
academia. I have managed academic
liaison at GSK for more than fifteen
years. My role involves linking with
several groups outside GSK; not only
universities but also research and
funding councils, medical research
charities, government departments,
small biotechnology companies and
other science-driven organisations.
I run a small group here in the UK at
Stevenage and in the US at North Carolina and
Philadelphia. Between us we set up research
collaborations on behalf of GSK scientists with
academic scientists around the world to try to
tap into a diverse range of academic groups.
We act as a hub to pull these collaborations
together, and currently have several
hundred partnerships in the UK and US, and
increasingly we are setting up more in India,
China and Singapore. Our main portal into
mainland European collaborations is through
the Innovative Medicines Initiative
(www.imi.europa.eu/).
The exchange of ideas and personnel between
GSK and academia provide key benefits to us
as a company. Firstly, they help to demonstrate
the strength of GSK’s research as a potential
collaboration partner, and secondly, they sow
the seeds of the problems we are trying to
address back to the academic community.
Why do we collaborate? The simple answer is
that we have to. At GSK there was a realisation
some time ago that we cannot do all the
science we want to do on our own. The postgenome challenges are so great that one
single organisation cannot do this alone. We
needed help, and opening up and increasing
our level of collaboration was the obvious
way forward.
The first time I look to engage with a new
organisation or individual for GSK, I often
encounter suspicion regarding our intentions.
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This is natural as people are reticent and
guarded about their work. If they are in
academia they can have a predetermined idea
of the private sector as being untrustworthy.
So the first time I “sell” the notion of cross
organisational collaboration to them it is
often hard, but I never have a problem getting
someone to engage with GSK for a second
time. Having worked with us previously,
the academics appreciate the quality of the
science that we undertake and the tools and
technologies that we have that can further
their science.
For some proposed collaborators there are
perceived potential pitfalls to working in
partnership. Obviously we do, on occasion,
need to protect IP but at GSK and very
occasionally we may request a slight delay
on publication. However the delay is minimal
and there are other benefits for the academic
under such circumstances.
We sell medicines, not platform technologies,
so we may be keen to patent potential
medicines but usually only require access to
any underpinning technology licences for
R&D purposes.
We are also strong advocates of the template
collaborative research agreements as a means
of initiating partnerships in a timely fashion.
The so called “Lambert Agreements” are
often the only paperwork that we require to
move forward in collaboration (www.ipo.gov.
uk/Lambert). The Lambert toolkit provides
the academics and businesses looking
to collaborate together with a common
framework to partner effectively.
The most important thing, whether you
are a private company or an academic, is to
appreciate that collaborative research really
benefits both parties. We know this as analysis
in 2011 by innovation charity NESTA measured
its true impact. NESTA measured the citation
impact of all biomedical papers published
through collaborations between academic
and industry researchers or through working
separately. The evidence showed that UK
citation impact in biomedical sciences is high
compared to other countries, and further that

Together we’re stronger

co-authored papers with both academic and
industry authors have an even greater impact
than those published with only an academic
or an industry author alone. In other words
– working together has more impact than
working alone (see Louise Marston report
at www.nesta.org.uk/publications/assets/
features/all_together_now).
Thankfully, we are often pushing at an
open door when attempting to broker new
academic partnerships. GSK is a big company
employing thousands of top scientists and
we have access to a lot of leading edge
technology, so a lot of academics are keen to
work with us. The UK funding agencies are also
very helpful and work with us in partnership to
develop parts of the UK science base.
Last year we launched the GSK “Discovery
Partnerships in Academia” scheme in a bid to
strengthen our pipeline. This scheme aims to
bring together the insight and creativity of
the academic world with the drug discovery
expertise of GSK to establish truly integrated
partnerships. In this way we hope to translate
innovative research into medicines that benefit
patients. We are looking for projects which
have a specific and testable hypothesis for how
a future medicine would deliver therapeutic
benefit to patients. We already have four of
these agreements in the UK and we are now
extending these DPAc partnerships overseas.
Other companies are also now running their
own bespoke programmes, such as Bayer’s
own programme, Grants4Targets. This
competition is good, as it drives innovation
and ensures that none of us can rest on
our laurels.
We are also one of a handful of Pharma
companies partnering with the National
Institute of Health’s National Centre for
Advancing Translational Services (NIH NCATS)
programme. The NIH broker collaborations
with clinical academics to allow them
access to selected clinical assets from the
pharmaceutical company, on pre-agreed
terms, in order to test a clinical hypothesis. If
an academic has a bright idea on the utility
of a molecule they can work on it and we
will help.

GSK is also keen to ensure that we have a
highly trained scientific workforce. Since
2012 we have, in collaboration with the
University of Strathclyde provided a unique
approach to postgraduate chemistry training.
The programme gives a dozen chemistry
graduates an opportunity to work towards a
PhD through novel research conducted on
GSK projects whilst being Strathclyde students.
GSK fully funds eight students who spend
the majority of their 3½-year studentship at
GSK; the remaining four are supported by
GSK/EPSRC CASE (Engineering and Physical
Sciences RC’s Collaborative Awards in Science
and Engineering) and spend the majority of
their studentship at Strathclyde. All students
have an academic and an industrial supervisor.
This new doctoral programme provides a
cadre of chemists working towards a PhD, and
benefiting from both industry and academic
experiences and influences. They will benefit
from being alongside the GSK chemists, some
of which are also studying for an MPhil/PhD.
The ultimate aim is to ensure we have a
talented pool of people who are very mobile
and very employable. This is why at GSK we
are supporting between 200-300 postgraduate
students every year across a number of
schemes.
Over the coming years, HEFCE’s impact agenda
and RCUK’s Pathways to Impact will change
how both academia and industry feel about
engaging – ultimately making collaboration
the norm. I see this as a positive move, which
will help us, the UK science base, guard against
complacency. This is essential as the science
base in the developing economies is getting
stronger and we need to partner even more
than we do now.
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Safer, cheaper medicines

Minimising technical transfer problems
and repeated clinical trials has significant
commercial and societal impacts:
•R
 educing development time by at
least six months – economic gain of

£250m
£0.5m

•M
 inimising batch failure – saving

at pilot scale, and much more at
commercial production level

•R
 esulting predictive tools can be
commercialised
• L ess likely to incur immunogenicity
problems after process change
• E xpansion of sector creating
employment opportunities
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Safer, cheaper medicines

GSK and UCB-Celltech teamed up
with NPL, LGC and University of
Nottingham to successfully tackle
production issues associated with
developing therapeutic antibodies.
Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
are changing the future of the
biopharmaceutical industry due to their
important role in the treatment of cancer,
autoimmune and inflammatory disorders.
However, they are complex to manufacture
and susceptible to physiochemical
modifications that impact on the
manufacturability and stability of the product
by altering the protein structure. These
modifications often result in batch failure,
decrease in yield or unknown immunogenicity.
The collaboration developed tools to
provide manufacturers with high-resolution
information on structural changes
occurring during the biopharmaceutical
manufacturing process.
“These tools will facilitate better design
and selection of candidate drugs by indicating
their ‘manufacturability’ at an early stage,
enabling changes to be made before they
reach clinical development,” says NPLs Dr
Jascindra Ravi. “mAbs are a one of the fastest
growing sectors of the pharmaceutical
industry, and the results of this collaboration
give UK biopharma a significant advantage
over international competitors.”

Combining expertise
Traditionally pharma companies have
only looked at biological activity when
considering prospective candidates, but it is
physicochemical characteristics that affect
‘manufacturability’. Oxidation of methionine
residues and related structural alterations was
of particular interest as the oxidation occurs
easily. The aim was to obtain qualitative
data before detrimental changes in the
structure occurred.

The NPL researchers’ expertise of measuring
structural characteristics meant they realised
that FTIR spectroscopy would be an excellent
method to monitor methionine oxidation
because it can pinpoint specific chemical
changes in a protein, and requires little or
no preparation of the sample. This novel
technique will enable more efficient and
robust manufacture of biopharmaceutical
medicines.
“This collaboration showed us the value of
working in partnership with industry and
academic experts. We were able to access
skills and expertise that weren’t available
within GSK. The techniques developed
will help us make better decisions about
our biopharmaceutical clinical candidate
molecules and shorten development
cycle times,” says Jim Faulkner, VP CMC
and Supply, GSK.

Value of global therapeutic mAb market

£48bn

in 2010
(20% growth from 2009)

£40bn

in 2009
(9% growth from 2008)

£37bn
in 2008
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ISIS
A large proportion of the science carried out on ISIS maps
directly onto the UK’s key scientific priorities including
energy, environment, health, information technology
and security.
Neutrons and muons have impact in fields as varied as
energy, nanotechnology, materials processing, drug design
and delivery, biotechnology, green technology, waste
management and information technology - in addition to
contributing to fundamental scientific knowledge.
ISIS and NPL have recently signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to help drive further scientific collaboration
and industry engagement with UK science facilities. Here,
ISIS show how their facility has helped further scientific
understanding leading to the transformation of healthcare
technologies through the use of neutrons.

10 |
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ISIS stats and facts
• ISIS uses beams of neutrons to provide unique
insights into the arrangement and behaviour of
atoms and molecules in materials.
• ISIS can investigate a wide range of length scales
simultaneously from nanometres to micrometres.
• ISIS is free to use for industry and academia. The
normal route to securing experiment time is to
submit a proposal to the facility access panels. A
call for proposals is made every six months in April
and October.
• The ISIS Collaborative R&D programme is a fasttrack route for industries with a UK manufacturing
or research base to use ISIS.
• ISIS has over 30 instruments that run 24/7 to
maximise experiment time.
• ISIS instrument scientists are paired with visiting
teams to help them get the most out of their
experiments.
• ISIS has biology and chemistry laboratories for
preparing and characterising samples before and
during experiments.

Insights Beyond measurement
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ISIS

ISIS is a world-leading research
centre at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory near Oxford. It produces
beams of neutrons allowing
scientists to study materials at the
atomic level – enabling discoveries
which have the potential to affect
almost every aspect of our lives.
Neutron scattering is an established technique
providing unique insight into atomic structures
and molecular interactions by measuring the
locations of atoms and the forces between
them. This technique has proved particularly
useful for the healthcare sector, providing
pioneering insight into drug research, cell and
membrane interactions and surgical implants.
ISIS has strong links with industry and
universities and every year supports some
3,000 scientists using neutrons for a wide
range of research including clean energy and
the environment, bioscience, pharmaceuticals
and healthcare, nanotechnology, materials
engineering and IT.
ISIS is free to use, provided research results
are published into the public domain. Where
commercial confidentiality is important,
companies can join the fast-track ISIS
Collaborative R&D Programme giving full
control over intellectual property.
ISIS and NPL have recently agreed to
develop closer business and research links to
collaborate on commercial offerings for the
healthcare industry.
NPL’s healthcare research focuses across
diagnostics, medical physics, and health and
wellbeing where measurement plays a vital
role in ensuring reliable and robust detection
diagnosis and treatment. As diagnosis of
disease, long-term patient care and wellness
monitoring becomes more personalised;
therapies and technologies for diagnosis and
treatment need more reliable, safe and costeffective measurements.
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NPL’s role within the industry has seen the
installation of a state-of the-art Clinical Linac
facility to support radiation dosimetry for
cancer therapy, and the development of
standards for the International Federation
of Clinical Chemistry for Enzyme Linked
Immunoassays (ELISA).
The new partnership will draw on NPL’s multidisciplinary approach to research and the
broad experience in using neutron scattering
for materials research at ISIS to provide new
insight into medical technologies.

1. ISIS healthcare case study:
Fighting disease through antibody
research
Secretory Immunoglobin A (sIgA) is the most
prevalent human antibody and acts as the
first line of defence against the wide range of
bacteria and viruses which we encounter on a
daily basis.
Given the importance and prevalence of
the antibody, scientists have been trying
to understand how sIgA works for the last
25 years. However, the antibody is so big,
complex and fragile that it has proved
extremely difficult to crystallise. As a result, no
new information on sIgA’s structure has been
available since the early 1970s.
However, by using the ISIS Neutron Source,
a team of scientists led by University College
London have now been able to characterise
sIgA for the first time.
By combining data from neutrons at ISIS
with synchrotron x-ray measurements, the
team produced a complete picture of sIgA’s
molecular structure. These results provide
new information about how the antibody
is secreted inside the body and how the
molecular structure affects how they work.
Research teams are working towards synthetic
versions of the antibody which will help to
fight disease particularly through increasing
the efficiency of vaccines.

ISIS

2. ISIS healthcare case study:
Helping to diagnose fatal disease
Diagnostic biosensors are devices used to
detect diseases in the human body. These
devices allow doctors to tell the difference
between a virus and bacterial infection
through the use of highly sensitive, engineered
protein surfaces which can quickly detect the
type of molecules in a sample. This leads to
swift diagnosis and treatment of potentially
fatal diseases, including meningitis.
Newcastle based Orla Protein Technologies
make bespoke protein surfaces for large
companies developing the next generation
of electronic biosensors. They wanted to
show how proteins bind to its biological film,
leading to clear and accurate detection of virus
proteins in a sample. Previous investigations
on the surfaces had provided inconclusive
results, given that each engineered biological
film is so thin that a stack of 30,000 would only
be as thick as a sheet of paper.
Working at the ISIS Neutron Source enables
Orla to test the quality of its engineered
surface and to view the layers of the biological
film in action under waterbinding to specific
molecules and rejecting others. The ISIS
experiments provide the physical and
structural information to ensure their protein
surfaces are reliable for manufacturing.

A new hydrogel material similar to that used
in contact lenses has been developed by
a team of surgeons and material scientists
from Oxford University and the John Radcliffe
Hospital.
The hydrogel could in the future avoid the
need for complex surgery to treat severe cleft
palates. A small plate of the hydrogel material
is inserted into the roof of the patient’s mouth.
The gel absorbs fluid and gradually expands
over several weeks, encouraging new skin to
grow. When enough skin has been generated,
the plate is removed and the cleft is repaired
using the new tissue. This provides a much
improved patient experience.
The team used the ISIS Neutron Source to
show that the molecules in the hydrogel
are aligned in the right way, confirming the
performance of the gel at the molecular level.
A spin-out company from the University of
Oxford has been formed to commercialise
the materials.
This study shows how fundamental knowledge
about the structure of materials can be used to
develop new technology.

3. ISIS healthcare case study:
Breakthrough for babies born with
severe cleft palates
Cleft palates are the most common birth
defect in Britain, with one in every 700 babies
affected. Severe cleft palates often require
radical surgery which involves repositioning
the tissue structure at the roof of the mouth,
in order to cover the gap in the palate.
However, if the cleft defect is too wide
there may be insufficient local tissue
available to close the gap causing future
complications for infants as they develop into
adults – particularly with speech and facial
growth problems.

Insights Beyond measurement
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Improvement in data
analysis – the driving force
for healthcare innovation
One of the world’s leading service management organisations
is developing innovative front-line solutions to address global
healthcare issues – Jenny Levett from Serco Health explains.
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Improvement in data analysis

Serco Health is a global project
which works in partnership with
healthcare services to deliver and
support primary and acute care.
In the UK, Serco Health provides
long-term support to the National
Health Service (NHS) based on a
combination of enabling services
(patient logistics, health records
management, clinical support) and
methods of Clinical Service Delivery
(pathology, sterilisation, pharmacy).
Both of these components help
the NHS to meet financial and
organisational challenges, whilst
maintaining the quality and
availability of services.
In my role as Proposition
Design and Development
Director I’m responsible
for developing practical
healthcare proposals for
existing and potential
customers, ensuring that
sustainable and efficient
solutions are continually developed. Serco
Health’s current approach to stimulating
innovation in our services exists in two
forms: cross-Serco working and scientific
partnerships.
Cross-Serco working involves exploring how
we collaborate with the other parts of Serco
that interface with health. Serco Leisure is
responsible for social and community care
and can provide valuable strategic input
for our approach to resource planning and
information management. By utilising Serco’s
existing strengths across a broad range of
specialisms, we can enhance the efficiency
of our delivery to ensure services are as
affordable and accessible as possible.

College Hospital Foundation Trust to transform
NHS pathology services. GSTS Pathology
combines the clinical and scientific excellence
of the Trust with Serco’s service and business
expertise to develop NHS treatment capacity.
Looking to the future, commercial innovation
will be key to driving Serco Health’s innovation
in transformation, service integration and
redesign. These capabilities are particularly
significant when assessing the requirements
of our customers across the globe and offering
the most appropriate solution for their needs.
From developed to developing countries,
the challenges facing national healthcare
services follow broadly common patterns –
the increasing prevalence of chronic diseases
like diabetes and cancer, increasing ageing
populations and ever-escalating cost of
healthcare. Our task is to develop a small yet
bespoke range of core models which can be
tailored for specific markets and needs.
The most pressing opportunity for scientific
research to influence developments in
healthcare services lies in advancing data
monitoring capacity. In order to deliver the
most affordable and accessible service options,
service management needs to be able to
measure the impact of current actions on
health outcomes.
The ability to accurately analyse and
measure data results will allow services to be
streamlined through organisational redesign,
process improvement and the application
of lean working. Serco Health welcomes
the opportunity to collaborate with experts
in these fields to stimulate commercial
innovation and improve healthcare on national
and global scales.

In addition, partnerships with external
scientific and research facilities remain
central to driving healthcare innovation.
Most recently, Serco Health embarked on a
ground-breaking joint venture with King’s

Insights Beyond measurement
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NPL’s Strategic Research
(SR) Programme
Excellent and responsive science is at the heart of the vision
between the government and NPL.
NPL’s scientific vision is: To enhance national and international
metrology through world class and innovative science and
technology that enables measurement to make a major
difference to UK economy and quality of life.
The Strategic Research (SR) Programme at NPL plays a key
role helping achieve this scientific mission through the
funding of both large and small research programmes where
the application of measurement science can help drive
further innovation and technology developments across
industry and academia.
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• 76% of the National Measurement System funding
for healthcare research supports medical diagnostic,
drug and therapeutics’ development.
• Approximately 145 cancer patients survive each
year in the UK as a result of NPL’s impact on the
accuracy of the radiation dose they receive.
• NPL, in conjunction with Cambridge University have
developed a super resolution microscope which can
be used for live cell imaging at resolutions better
than 250 nm.
• NPL and the University Hospitals Bristol NHS
Foundation Trust have successfully completed an
initial trial of a new, technique for screening breast
cancer using ultrasound.

Insights Beyond measurement
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NPL’s Strategic Research Programme

The NPL Strategic Research (SR)
Programme mission is to strengthen
our position as a world-leading
centre of excellence in metrology
and to develop capability, in line
with NPL’s science and business
strategies and to respond to the
future requirements of NPL’s
stakeholders. The SR Programme
aims to fund frontier scientific
research across NPL’s priority
scientific areas outside of the
National Measurement System
(NMS).

SR project overviews:
Biomolecular self-assembly
The project aims to establish measurement
supported exploitation of an important
biological phenomenon – biomolecular
self-assembly. In contrast to existing research
initiatives e.g. symmetry potentials for
molecular self-assembly (NIST), or sequenceadaptive self-assembly (NIH), which focuses
on generalised descriptions for self-assembled
models. This project will provide an
experimental system-to-method framework
to enable the construction of functional selfassembling structures.

NPL’s SR Programme proposals supporting the
healthcare sector aim to:

To demonstrate this in specific terms, the
project focuses on one integrated capability
providing:

• Build major new capability and strategic
collaborations with leading external
organisations

• Applied principles of protein self-assembly
(scientific capability)

• Attract high-calibre scientists in the form of
SR Fellows, PDRAs and PhD students

• Reference methodologies for biomolecular
assemblies in situ and in cellulo
(metrological capability)

• Generate world class research and
high-quality publications
• Lead to future business opportunities for NPL,
especially through external leverage via
co-funding and collaborative R&D projects.
Two such proposals put forward for research
funding consideration at NPL are:
• The development of a National Centre of
Excellence in Mass Spectrometry Imaging –
led by Dr Ian Gilmore; and
• The development of technologically sound
methods and approaches for applied
molecular self-assembly – led by
Dr Max Ryadnov.
Each research project will have direct
impact on the health sector and will further
demonstrate the growing importance of
bringing physics, chemistry and biology
research together through the application
of measurement science, helping drive
innovation in the sector.
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• A technological and KTN hub for nanotech
and cell therapy industries
(business growth capability).
The project is a merging point for the cuttingedge expertise in engineering and analytical
aspects of molecular self-assembly (Howorka,
UCL), absolute quantification of proteins and
complexes (Henrion, PTB), high-resolution
microscopy imaging of bio-macromolecular
systems (Hoogenboom, UCL), magnetic
resonance imaging at molecular, cellular and
tissue levels (Desouza, ICR), regenerative
medicine bioprocessing (Mason, UCL) and
industry-oriented gene therapy (Slater,
Cambridge).
The project will be further strengthened by
international collaborations from Scripps
Research Institute (US) and Institut Pasteur
(France) who will broaden the application
focus of the project outcomes.

NPL’s Strategic Research Programme

Pioneering tissue imaging
technology
NPL has growing capabilities in a variety
of mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) fields,
including ambient surface mass spectrometry
– a way of monitoring chemical surfaces at
atmospheric pressure using a number of
ionisation methods. Accurate measurements
allow industry to understand fundamental
surface interaction which is necessary to
pioneer and develop products.
As NPL develops the capability to provide
increasingly accurate and valid MSI
measurements, we must ensure that the
Laboratory has the infrastructure and facilities
to respond to commercial demand.

“For our work at NPL to continue to underpin
prosperity and quality of life in the UK we
need to ensure that we are working on cutting
edge scientific research that will support UK
industry. NPL’s Strategic Research Programme
is designed to help us to do that. It will fund
developments in key technical work pages
that can be used by industry for outsourcing
measurement and research. By developing our
capability to support cutting-edge research,
we will secure collaborative partnership
opportunities that drives innovation in the UK’s
and guarantees NPL’s place at the forefront of
scientific excellence” says Dr Ryadnov.
If you would like to get further information on
the outputs of NPLs strategic research projects
or become involved in the research projects
please contact NPL.

To meet that need NPL, led by Dr Gilmore,
is proposing to develop the National Centre
of Excellence in Mass Spectrometry Imaging
(NiCE-MSI). If agreed, this will combine existing
NPL strengths to form a recognised facility as
well as pioneer a new metrology programme
– Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionisation
Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MALDI MSI).
MALDI MSI is a process which has already
demonstrated significant impact in healthcare
research and development. MALDI MSI allows
the localisation of drugs and metabolites for
pharmacokinetics, identification of disease
and improved understanding of disease
mechanisms.
The UK is a world class manufacturer in MALDI
instruments and has solid growth in exports
abroad. Despite this, MALDI results suffer
inconsistencies resulting from the inability
to measure chemical diffusion accurately. It
will be essential for manufacturers to respond
to these irregularities in order to sustain and
increase the UK’s leading industrial position.
The Centre will be a joint partnership between
NPL and the University of Nottingham along
with industrial collaborators to develop
application specific research projects.

Protein images from rat brain sections, obtained
by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
(MALDI) imaging mass spectrometry. Imaging mass
spectrometry enables researchers to simultaneously
detect hundreds of molecular species and, from this
data, map the spatial density for selected ranges of
molecular weight - Image courtesy of Richard Caprioli
and Reid Groseclose (Mass Spectrometry
Research Center, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN).
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National Physical Laboratory
NPL is a world-leading centre for the development and exploitation of measurement science,
technology, related standards, and best practice in a diverse range of technical areas and market
sectors. As the UK’s National Measurement Institute, our capabilities underpin the UK National
Measurement System (NMS), ensuring consistency and traceability of measurements in support
of UK and overseas customer interests. We aim to provide world-class science and engineering
with economic, social and environmental benefits to the UK.

National Physical Laboratory
Hampton Road
Teddington
Middlesex
United Kingdom
TW11 0LW
020 8977 3222
www.npl.co.uk
www.npl.co.uk/commercial-services

